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Abstract
In this paper, we study how to minimize the latency of a
message through a network that consists of a number of
store-and-forward stages. This research is especially relevant
for today's low overhead communication systems that employ dedicated processing elements for protocol processing.
We develop an abstract pipeline model that reveals a crucial
performance tradeo involving the eects of the overhead of
the bottleneck stage and the bandwidth of the remaining
stages. We exploit this tradeo to develop a suite of fragmentation algorithms designed to minimize message latency.
We also provide an experimental methodology that enables
the construction of customized pipeline algorithms that can
adapt to the specic system characteristics and application
workloads. By applying this methodology to the MyrinetGAM system, we have improved its latency by up to 51%.
Our theoretical framework is also applicable to pipelined
systems beyond the context of high speed networks.
1 Introduction
The goal of this research is to answer a simple question: how
do we minimize the latency of a message through a network
that consists of a number of store-and-forward stages?
This question arose during our eort to improve the performance of a distributed le system 2] on a high-speed
local area network 3]. Two important characteristics of
the communication pattern distinguish the le system workload from the parallel applications which traditionally run
on these networks. The rst is the synchronous nature of
the communication. While many parallel applications tend
to communicate asynchronously to mask communication latency 9], le system operations, such as a read miss in the
le system cache, stall the application until the entire operation is performed. The second distinguishing characteristic
is message size. Traditional high-speed network research has
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focused on minimizing the latency of small messages (of a
few words) and obtaining saturating bandwidth for bulk messages. The le system, on the other hand, reads and writes
le blocks generating 4KB or 8KB medium messages, whose
performance, as we will see, is governed by a model that
is not well understood. These communication requirements
are not only common to other high performance distributed
le systems 14], but are also shared by distributed shared
memory systems 7] and database applications.
While traditional communication layers such as TCP/IP
have examined packet fragmentation for managing congestion, buer overow, and errors in the wide area context 11,
12], the high initiation overhead in these systems has made
ne-grained fragmentation infeasible. Consequently, they
have not systematically addressed the issue of developing
an optimal fragmentation strategy for medium messages.
Recent developments in high performance local area network technology have necessitated revisiting the message
fragmentation issues. Although the network fabric often
supports cut-through routing, the processing elements in the
network interface introduce store-and-forward delays. As
network speed continues to increase, choosing the appropriate fragment size to exploit the inherent parallelism in this
communication pipeline becomes a key issue. New communication software 16, 15] has signicantly reduced host
processing overhead, which in turn has made it possible to
use ner-grained fragmentation to increase the parallelism
in the communication subsystem. However, these communication subsystems employ rigid policies for fragmentation.
For example, the Active Message layer (AM2) 4] does not
fragment medium messages, while Fast Messages (FM) 10]
uses 128 byte fragments. In order to evaluate the soundness
of these design choices, one needs a systematic approach.
While previous research eorts such as 6] have employed
simulation and empirical techniques for studying fragmentation, the lack of an analytical model prevents a generalization of their results to other systems.
In this paper, we develop a framework that may lead to
a complete theory of optimal communication pipelines. We
demonstrate several important optimality criteria. We show
that the fragmentation strategy depends on the user packet
size, and minimizing latency requires careful examination
of the tradeo between the eects of the overhead of the
bottleneck stage and the bandwidth of the remaining stages.
We provide a methodology that systematically uncovers the communication pipeline parameters and constructs
customized pipeline algorithms. We present empirical studies comparing theory to practice. In one example, we show
that the discrepancy between the model prediction and the
implementation measurement on Myrinet-GAM 9] averages
5.9%. By applying the xed-sized fragmentation to the system, we achieve a performance improvement of up to 51%.
We also study the eectiveness of our algorithms for simulated systems with high overhead components such as disks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 denes the abstract problem and lays the foundation
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Figure 1: An example pipeline. Stage 1 is the bottleneck. The user packet is not fragmented in (a). When the
same user packet has been fragmented into three pieces,
it achieves a lower latency. Our goal is to minimize the
latency, which is expressed as the sum of Tf , Tb , and Tl .
for the pipeline model. Section 3 and Section 4 present a
series of fragmentation algorithms. Section 5 presents the
results of the case studies. Section 6 describes some of the
related work. Section 7 concludes.
2 Problem Statement
In this section, we formalize the pipeline model. The goal is
to nd the fragmentation strategy for a packet to minimize
its latency. We represent the network as a sequence of storeand-forward pipeline stages characterized by the following
parameters:
n: the number of pipeline stages.
gi : the xed per-fragment overhead for stage i.
Gi : the per-byte cost (inverse bandwidth) for stage i.
Note that fragmentation is only useful in minimizing
the latency of a nite-sized packet for steady-state data
streams, the bandwidth increases monotonically with fragment size and is asymptotically limited by the stage with
the minimum bandwidth. If the stages have no overhead
costs, the lowest latency is achieved by maximizing parallelism using the nest possible fragmentation. Similarly, if
the transfer costs are insignicant compared to the overhead
costs, the best policy is to send the entire packet as a single
fragment. For a general pipeline with both overhead and
bandwidth limitations, we optimize for latency using the
following variables:
B : the size of the entire packet.
k: the number of fragments. P
;1 xi = B .
xi : the size of the ith fragment. ki=0
ti j : the time the ith fragment spends in the j th stage.
ti j = gj + xi  Gj .
i j : the time when the ith fragment exits the j th stage.
0 0 = 0 by denition.
T : the latency of the entire packet. T = k;1 n;1 .
Figure 1 shows an example three-stage store-and-forward
pipeline. In Figure 1(a), the user packet is transmitted as a
single fragment, and its latency is longer than that shown in
Figure 1(b) where the same packet is fragmented into three
pieces. When the packet size is suciently large, the bene-
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t achieved from increased parallelism in the latter case is
larger than the overhead introduced by the extra fragments.
Figure 1 also shows the constraints imposed by a storeand-forward pipeline. A fragment can enter the next stage
only after it exits the current stage in its entirety. Also, a
fragment cannot enter a stage before the previous fragment
exits the same stage. These constraints can be translated
into the following system of linear inequalities:
(1)

(2)
(3)
where 0  i < k, 0  j < n, 1  l < n, and 1  m < k.
Given the number of fragments k, we can nd the optimal
fragmentation strategy by solving this integer linear program where minimizing k;1 n;1 is the objective. By repeating this process for all possible values of k, we can nd
the optimal fragmentation.
Such an exhaustive search, however, has a number of
disadvantages. It does not provide much insight into the
characteristics of an optimal fragmentation strategy neither
does it show how changes in the pipeline parameters aect
the end-to-end latency. This linear system does not model
refragmentation/reassembly. The linear system also requires
complete knowledge of all pipeline parameters, which might
not always be available.
In contrast, the pipeline models that we develop explicitly illustrate the tradeos that inuence the optimal fragmentation strategy. The models also serve as a guideline
for communication system designers by quantifying how the
speeds of individual stages impact the overall performance.
Our models also work with more limited information of the
pipeline than that required by the linear system.
Our fragmentation algorithms share a number of common themes. The contribution of the slowest pipeline stage
to the total packet latency is a key issue. We dene the
bottleneck stage to be the stage whose transfer time for a
fragment is the greatest. We denote the bottleneck as the
bth stage, and its characteristics by (gb  Gb ). Figure 1 illustrates some of the properties of the bottleneck. First, the
bottleneck (stage 1) in the gure is busy except at the beginning and towards the end. We will explain why this is
necessary for minimizing end-to-end latency. Second, if we
assume the bottleneck is kept busy, then the total packet
latency can be represented as:
T = Tf + Tb + Tl
(4)
where
Tf is the time the rst fragment takes to reach the bottleneck,
Tb is the time the entire packet spends in the bottleneck,
and
Tl is the time the last fragment takes to exit the pipeline
after leaving the bottleneck.
How to trade o one of these components against the others
is a crucial question that we shall explore in our models.
The third observation is a weak lower bound on the total
latency:

T > B  Gb +

n;1
X
j=0

gj

(5)

In this lower bound, the sizes of the leading and trailing
fragments are both zero, and the packet travels through the

bottleneck stage as a single fragment. Our goal in the following sections is to devise fragmentation strategies that are
as close to this lower bound as possible.
3 Fixed-sized Fragmentation
We rst explore fragmenting a packet into fragments of equal
size. Section 4 considers the more general case in which fragment sizes can vary. We derive the optimal xed fragment
size with the assumption that a particular stage is the bottleneck for all possible fragment sizes. Then we generalize
our approach for pipelines whose slowest stage depends on
the fragment size.
3.1 Optimal Fragment Size
Restricting fragments to a uniform size implies that once
the bottleneck stage starts operating, it never idles until the
last fragment leaves it. Therefore Equation (4) holds. To
minimize T , we must minimize (Tf + Tb + Tl ). Minimizing
(Tf + Tl ) requires small fragments as we decrease the size
of the fragments, we decrease the time the rst fragment
takes to reach the bottleneck (Tf ) and the time the last
fragment takes to leave the bottleneck (Tl ). On the other
hand, minimizing Tb requires large fragments, because the
total overhead experienced at the bottleneck is lowered with
fewer fragments. This is a fundamental tradeo.
We now develop an optimality criteria to compute the
optimal fragment size. In practice, the fragment size xi and
the number of fragments k must be positive integers. To
simplify the discussion, we develop the subsequent theorems
assuming a denition of the packet latency T as a continuous
function of xi or k.
Theorem 1 (Fixed-sized Theorem) The fragment size
xi that minimizes the latency function T is:
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Proof. We express Tf as the time the lead fragment
spends in the stages leading to the bottleneck:

Tf =
=

b;1
X
j=0

t0 j
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(7)

Similarly, Tl is the time the last fragment spends in the
stages after the bottleneck:

Tl =

n;1
X

(gj + xk;1  Gj )

j=b+1

(8)

As there are k fragments with each fragment spending the
same amount of time in the bottleneck,
Tb = k  t0 b
= k  (gb + x0  Gb )
(9)

We sum equations (7), (8), and (9) to obtain the total latency T , and substitute x0 with B=k:
T = Tf + Tl + Tb
X
=
(gj + x0  Gj ) + k  (gb + x0  Gb )
j6=b

=

X
j6=b

(gj + Bk  Gj ) + (k  gb + B  Gb )

(10)

To obtain the optimal number of fragments, we dierentiate
(10) with respect to k, and set the result to 0:

P

dT = ; B  j6=b Gj + gb = 0
dk
k2

(11)

Thus the optimal number of fragments is:

s
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The result in (6) follows as xi = B=k.
As we observed earlier, k must be an integer in 1 B ].
Due to the shape of the latency function T (k) (as shown
in Figure 2(a)), we only need to apply the oor and ceiling functions to (12) and choose the integer solution that
minimizes T .
We make several observations about this result. First,
minimizing the latency of a packet requires the fragmentation strategy to adapt to the packet size (B ). A static
algorithm (such as the one used in FM) can achieve an optimal latency for a single packet size and a single pipeline, but
it becomes suboptimal as we move away from that design
point. Second, we must balance the eects of the overhead
of the bottleneck
(gb ) and the bandwidth of the remaining
P
stages ( j6=b Gj ). In particular, if the overhead of any stage
becomes large relative to inverse bandwidth characteristics
of other stages, fragmentation becomes ineective (k = 1
and xi = B ). Third, interestingly, factors such as the overheads of the non-bottleneck stages and bandwidth of the
bottleneck stage do not aect the fragmentation strategy.

3.2 Generalizing Bottleneck Denition
The derivation of the Fixed-sized Theorem assumes the existence of a bottleneck that is always the slowest stage irrespective of fragment size. A sucient condition is when
a single stage has both the worst overhead and bandwidth.
In this section we generalize our result to situations where a
stage (gb  Gb ) is the bottleneck only for some range of fragment sizes (x).
Equation (10) can also be expressed as:

T = k  gb + Bk 

X
j6=b

X

Gj + (

j6=b

gj + B  Gb )

(13)

If the bottleneck never changes, the latency of a packet that
is fragmented into k fragments can be expressed as a function of the form c1  k + c2 =k + c3 , where c1 , c2 , and c3 are
constants. Figure 2(a) shows the typical shape of this function. We can regard this curve as the \signature" curve of
the pipeline and, in particular, of its bottleneck. If the location of the bottleneck depends on the fragment size, then
the latency function becomes a concatenation of segments
from dierent bottleneck signature curves, as shown by the
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Figure 2: Pipeline latency curves. In (a), one stage remains the bottleneck for all fragment sizes. In (b), two
dierent stages can be bottlenecks for dierent ranges of
fragment sizes. The solid curve is the latency curve. The
circles mark the candidate points for the global minimum.
The cross marks an unrealizable minimum.
solid curve in Figure 2(b). In this example, stage p (whose
signature is the thin curve) is initially the bottleneck. As we
increase the degree of fragmentation beyond point A, stage q
(whose signature is the thick curve) becomes the bottleneck
instead.
Finding the optimal fragmentation size requires nding
the global minimum on the latency curve. For cases such as
the one shown in Figure 2(b), we must 1) locate the transition points for the latency function (such as point A) by
applying a methodology detailed in Section 5.3.2, 2) nd
the local minimums of all signature curves that fall on the
latency curve (such as point B) by repeated application of
the Fixed-sized Theorem, and 3) take the minimum of all
these candidate points.
4 Variable-sized Fragmentation
In this section, we explore algorithms that allow packets
to be fragmented into variable-sized fragments. The motivation is to have smaller leading and trailing fragments to
minimize (Tf + Tl ) of Equation (4) and larger fragments in
the middle to minimize the overhead component of Tb . We
study two-stage and three-stage pipelines before we examine
more general cases.
4.1 Two-stage Pipelines
In this section, we develop an optimal fragmentation strategy for an arbitrary two-stage pipeline.
4.1.1 Reversing a Pipeline
While modeling a two-stage pipeline and its reversed counterpart (with stages arranged in the opposite order), we noticed that the optimal solution of one was obtained by reversing the optimal solution of the other. Unlike the other
theorems for two-stage pipelines in this section, this observation applies to more general pipelines as well:
Theorem 2 (Reversibility Theorem) Let the sequence
(x0  x1  : : :  xk;1 ) be an optimal fragmentation of B bytes
for a pipeline characterized by (g0  G0 ), (g1  G1 ), : : :, and
(gn;1  Gn;1 ). Then (xk;1  xk;2  : : :  x0 ) is an optimal fragmentation of B bytes for the reversed pipeline characterized
by (gn;1  Gn;1 ), (gn;2  Gn;2 ), : : :, and (g0  G0 ).
The Reversibility Theorem is an intuitively simple outcome, but it is a powerful tool for understanding pipeline
solutions that are symmetrical to known ones.

Theorem 3 (No-stall Theorem) For a pipeline with two

stages, a necessary condition for an optimal fragmentation
solution is ti+1 0 = ti 1 , where ti j is the transfer time for
fragment i through stage j .
Proof. Informally, the theorem states that the rst stage
completes the transfer of a fragment exactly when the second stage completes processing the previous fragment. We
sketch the proof using Figures 3(a) and (c), which are examples that violate this condition. Figures 3(b) and (d) show
how a better fragmentation is achieved with matching transfer times for the two stages by resizing the fragments while
keeping the sum of the two fragments constant. At time
tb = ta , the pipeline in Figure 3(b) has achieved a better
state than that of (a) since its second stage has transferred
more bytes. A similar argument applies if the bubble occurs
anywhere in the second stage, and we resize all the fragments
leading to the bubble to eliminate it. Finally, as a bubble in
the rst stage is equivalent to a bubble in the second stage of
the reversed pipeline, it follows from the Reversibility Theorem that a fragmentation that contains bubbles in its rst
stage is also suboptimal.
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Figure 3: Bubble-free pipelines. A bubble in the second
stage in (a) is eliminated by increasing x0 to obtain (b). A
bubble in the rst stage in (c) is eliminated by decreasing
x0 to obtain (d). Note that according to our denition,
the rst stage of pipeline (c) is considered to contain a
bubble even if fragment x1 is the last.
4.1.3 \Ramp-up" Algorithm

Theorem 4 (Ramp-up Theorem) The optimal fragment
sizes for a two-stage pipeline follow the recurrence relation:
1
xi+1 = g1 G; g0 + xi  G
G
0

0

Given any number of fragments k, there is always a unique
initial fragment size x0 that leads to a bubble-free solution.
Proof. Using the No-Stall Theorem:
ti+1 0 = ti 1
g0 + xi+1  G0 = g1 + xi  G1
Thus,
1
xi+1 = g1 G; g0 + xi  G
(14)
G0
0
To simplify the notations, we dene:

G1
a = G
0
g
1 ; g0
b = G
0

(15)
(16)

We can rewrite (14) as a function f of x0 , i, a, and b:
xi+1 = a  xi + b
x0  ai+1 + b  aia+1;1;1 if a 6= 1
=
x0 + (i + 1)b
if a = 1
= f (x0  i + 1 a b)
(17)
B can now be expressed as another function h of the same
variables:

B =
=

k;1
X
i=0

xi

sketch of the proof. The proof consists of three steps. First,
we can show that if the bottleneck stage is not kept busy at
all times, the fragments can be resized (as in Figures 3(a)
and (b) of the No-stall Theorem) to obtain a better fragmentation. Next we can show that there is no bubble in the
rst stage for fragments (x0  x1  : : :  xc ) using an argument
similar to the one shown by Figure 3(c) and (d). Lastly
we show that there is no bubble in the last stage for the
fragments (xc xc+1  : : :  xk;1 ). To accomplish this step, we
show that a bubble in the last stage after fragment xc can
be transformed into a bubble in the bottleneck stage, which
we have already shown to be non-optimal.
ramp up

x0 aak;;11 + a;b 1 ( aak;;1a ; k + 1) if a 6= 1
k(k;1)b

kx0 + 2
if a = 1
= h(x0  k a b)
(18)
The initial fragment size x0 can be obtained given k.

According to Theorem 4, if the second stage is slower, the
fragment size gradually increases hence the name \Rampup Theorem". If the second stage is faster, then the fragment size gradually decreases. In general, the Ramp-up Theorem requires the fragment size to be a monotonic function
even if the bottleneck stage depends on the fragment size.
The Ramp-up Theorem leads to a practical way of nding an optimal fragmentation for two-stage pipelines. We
can express the total latency T in terms of k and follow the
same approach as that of the Fixed-sized Theorem to nd
integer solutions of k that minimizes T .
To understand why ramp-up fragmentation improves on
xed-sized fragmentation, we revisit the tradeo articulated
by Equation (4). Notice that the No-stall Theorem guarantees that the bottleneck stage never idles once it begins
its operation. Therefore, if we compare a ramp-up fragmentation against a xed-size fragmentation with the same
number of fragments k, as the fragments in the new algorithm successively increase in size, the initial fragment x0
is smaller resulting in a smaller \lead" time Tf . On the
other hand, if we compare a ramp-up fragmentation against
a xed-sized fragmentation with the same initial fragment
x0 , again since the fragment sizes in the new algorithm increase, the new algorithm has fewer fragments resulting in
the packet spending less time in the bottleneck (Tb ). By decreasing Tf or Tb or both, the ramp-up algorithm performs
better than the xed-sized algorithm.
4.2 A \Fast-slow-fast" Pipeline
In this section, we extend our results to a three-stage pipeline
that consists of a fast stage, a slow stage, and another fast
stage. The fundamental characteristic of the optimal fragmentation strategy for such a pipeline is formalized in the
following theorem and illustrated by Figure 4.
Theorem 5 (Ramp-up-and-down Theorem) Suppose
(x0  x1  : : :  xk;1 ) is a fragmentation solution for a \fastslow-fast" pipeline, a necessary condition for this solution
to be optimal is that there exists a fragment xc , 0  c < k,
such that ti+1 0 = ti 1 for 0  i < c and ti+1 1 = ti 2 for
c  i < k.
The theorem states that (x0  x1  : : :  xc) monotonically
increase so as to keep the rst two stages busy, while (xc  xc+1 
: : :  xk;1 ) monotonically decrease in order to keep the last
two stages busy. Due to space limitations, we only provide a

ramp down

xc
xc
xc
Tf

Tb

Tl

Figure 4: \Ramp-up-and-down" algorithm. Fragments
gradually increase in size to keep the rst two stages busy
until xc  they then decrease in size to keep the last two
stages busy.
We can use Theorem 5 to develop an optimal fragmentation strategy. For convenience, we will use a pair of integers k1 and k2 , where k1 + k2 = k, k1 is the number of
monotonically increasing fragments, and k2 is the number of
monotonically decreasing fragments. Suppose the aggregate
size of the rst k1 fragments is B1 and the aggregate size of
the remaining k2 fragments is B2 :
B1 + B2 = B + xc
(19)
Since (x0  x1  : : :  xc ) is a bubble-free solution for pipelining
B1 bytes through the rst two stages, Equation (18) from
the Ramp-up Theorem applies:
B1 = h(x0  k1  a b)
(20)
where a and b are given by Equations (15) and (16). If
we similarly dene c and d for the last two stages of the
three-stage pipeline, we have:
(21)
B2 = h(xc k2  c d)
But xc is not only the rst fragment of the \ramp-down"
part of Equation (21), it is also the last fragment of the
\ramp-up". It is therefore related to x0 by Equation (14):
xc = f (x0  k1 ; 1 a b)
(22)
We substitute (20), (21), and (22) into (19) to obtain an
equation where the only free variable is x0 . We can solve for
the unique x0 to obtain a solution that satises Theorem 5.
We then express the total latency T as a function of k1
and k2 , derive the partial derivatives, and solve @T=@k1 =
@T=@k2 = 0 to yield k1 and k2 . The function T (k1  k2 ),
however, can be complicated so in practice we simply search
all feasible values of k1 and k2 .
Note that the Ramp-up-and-down Theorem subsumes
the simpler Ramp-up Theorem by setting either k1 or k2 to
one. However, unlike the Ramp-up Theorem, the Ramp-upand-down Theorem has the limitation that it assumes that
the bottleneck stage does not change based on fragment size.

4.3 A \Fast-slow-slower" Pipeline
We will now study a three-stage pipeline that consists of
a fast stage, a slow stage, and a third stage that is slower
yet. We show how a recursive application of our algorithms
can naturally lead to reassembly when necessary. We then
generalize the approach for other pipelines.
4.3.1 Hierarchical Fragmentation
In the algorithms that we have discussed so far, a fragment
always travels through all stages without being refragmented
into smaller sub-fragments or being reassembled into larger
ones. Fragmentation strategies with this restriction are not
optimal when the bottleneck stage has either very high overhead or very low bandwidth.
If the third stage has a high overhead, in order to minimize Tb (of Equation (4)), we must start with a large initial
fragment x0 . This large initial fragment, unfortunately, may
not be appropriate for the rst two faster pipeline stages. In
order to minimize the time to transmit x0 through these two
stages (Tf ), we may need to refragment x0 and treat the rst
two stages as a sub-pipeline.
If the third stage has a very low bandwidth, although
the initial fragment x0 for the bottleneck may no longer
need reassembly, we now must prepare a second fragment
x1 for the bottleneck while it is busy processing x0 at a low
bandwidth. In order to minimize the number of fragments
required for the bottleneck to keep Tb low, we must nd the
largest possible x1 . This again may require treating the rst
two stages as a sub-pipeline so that we can choose optimal
sub-fragment sizes to assemble the largest possible x1 for the
bottleneck. We now see that reassembly may be necessary
to accommodate the high overhead, low bandwidth, or both
of the bottleneck stage.
compound stage
stage 0 x0´
stage 1
stage 2

x0=x0´+x1´
x1´
x1´
x0´

reassembly

x0=x0´+x1´

Figure 5: Hierarchical fragmentation. The rst two
stages of the three-stage pipeline are treated as a compound stage. Fragments exiting from the compound stage
are reassembled into larger ones for the bottleneck stage.
Figure 5 illustrates this hierarchical approach. In this example, we reduce a three-stage pipeline to a two-stage compound pipeline, whose rst stage is a compound stage, which
in turn consists of two internal stages. The number of fragments used for the compound pipeline uniquely determines
the sequence of fragment sizes for the compound pipeline,
which in turn determines how each of these fragments is
transmitted through the rst two stages, potentially at even
ner granularity. We note that this hierarchical approach
is orthogonal to the base fragmentation strategies used. In
other words, we can use the xed-sized fragmentation (of
Section 3), the variable-sized fragmentation algorithms (of
Section 4), or a mixture of these algorithms for the dierent
levels of the hierarchy.
Unfortunately, the theory required for the precise modeling of this hierarchical approach becomes rather complicated. To simplify the model, we approximate a compound
stage by a simple stage using linear regression analysis. Although this is not strictly accurate, empirical experience

suggests that this is an eective approximation1 . We also
assume that a compound stage becomes free only when the
last internal stage becomes free. Again, this is not strictly
accurate because the earlier internal stages in a compound
stage become free earlier. If the base fragmentation strategy
is variable-sized, a precise model must consider how the earlier internal stages should utilize this extra time. But as we
shall see in Section 5.5, hierarchical fragmentation is only
useful for pipelines in which the bottleneck latency is suciently large that the slight loss of free time towards the end
of the (non-bottleneck) compound stage is not signicant.
With these simplications, modeling hierarchical fragmentation becomes tractable. First, we apply either the
xed-sized or variable-sized fragmentation model to the internal stages of the compound stage. Next we approximate
the compound stage with a simple pipeline stage by nding
its overhead and bandwidth. Finally we apply the xedsized or variable-sized fragmentation model to the compound
pipeline using the approximation.
4.3.2 Generalizations
The Reversibility Theorem of Section 4.1 allows us to generalize our fragmentation strategies. First, reversing the rst
two stages of the \fast-slow-slower" conguration does not
change the characteristics of the compound stage of the compound pipeline. Therefore, the fragmentation strategy for
a \slow-fast-slower" compound pipeline remains the same,
but the internal fragmentation of the compound stage is the
reversal of that of the original pipeline. Second, if we reverse
the entire pipeline to obtain a \slowest-slow-fast" conguration, a simple application of the Reversibility Theorem
guarantees that the solution for the new pipeline is the reversal of that of the original one. In this case, instead of
reassembly at the bottleneck, we have refragmentation after
leaving the bottleneck.
4.4 Discussion
Here we briey review the fragmentation strategies that we
have studied in the past sections:
Fixed-Sized fragmentation works well for pipelines whose
stages have comparable speeds.
Ramp-up and Ramp-up-and-down fragmentation are optimal for two-stage and \fast-slow-fast" pipelines respectively.
Hierarchical fragmentation works well when one pipeline
stage is signicantly slower than all other stages.
A fragmentation algorithm for a general pipeline combines these strategies. After identifying the bottleneck stage,
we apply the fragmentation algorithm recursively to construct approximations for the compound stages before and
after the bottleneck stage. We then apply the ramp-up-anddown algorithm to the top level compound pipeline. In the
next section, we see that a simple combination of xed-sized
fragmentation and hierarchical fragmentation, in which we
apply xed-sized fragmentation to each level of the hierarchical fragmentation, is an eective approximation.
5 Experimental Results
In this section, we apply the analytical models to several
case studies. We present a systematic methodology for constructing pipeline algorithms that adapt to network charac1 In one typical experiment of Section 5.5, the standard deviation
of errors of the approximation was 65 s, for a mean latency of 5118 s.

teristics and user packet sizes. We evaluate the accuracy and
eectiveness of the models using both direct implementation
and simulation.
5.1 Methodology
To construct a fragmentation algorithm for a specic pipeline,
we rst need sucient details of the pipeline. We obtain
these parameters through either \clear-box" instrumentation, where we instrument the pipeline stages to obtain
their overhead and bandwidth characteristics, or \blackbox" measurement, where we deduce the combined eect
of the individual stages by non-intrusively observing how
the system responds to dierent workloads. The pipeline
algorithms adapt the fragmentation at run time to dierent
packet sizes. We can also monitor changes in the pipeline
parameters, due to factors such as contention, to ne-tune
the fragmentation at run time.
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Host
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5.2 Experimental Platform
Our main experimental platform is the Berkeley NOW 1],
which is a cluster of UltraSPARC Model 170 workstations
running Solaris 2.6. Each workstation is equipped with a
Myricom M2F network interface card 3] on the SBUS. Figure 6 shows the details of the interface card. It contains a
host DMA engine, which moves data from host main memory to the SRAM on the network interface, a network DMA
engine, which moves data from the SRAM into the network,
and a LANai processor, which executes the messaging protocol and is responsible for both coordinating the actions
of the DMA engines and interfacing with the host. These
processing elements are the source of the parallelism that
we exploit in the pipelining algorithms. The workstations
are connected using Myricom M2F switches with link bandwidths of 160 MB/s.
SRAM
LANai
Chip
Host
DMA
Processor
Network
DMA

the non-intrusive indirect observation, which provides just
enough information for xed-sized fragmentation.
5.3.1 Direct Instrumentation
We instrument the source code that runs at each stage of
the pipeline. We then send packets of various sizes through
the data path without pipelining to obtain a timing vector.
From this vector, we obtain the overhead and bandwidth
characteristics of each stage by simple linear regression.
sender host 35 µs
sender host DMA

105 µs

sender network DMA 28 µs
receiver network DMA 28 µs
receiver host DMA

82 µs

receiver host 41 µs

Figure 7: Timing measurements of two 4KB fragments
owing through a Myrinet GAM pipeline.
Before we use these measurements to develop an abstract
model, we analyze our platform by studying the ow of two
4KB fragments sent back-to-back through the network (Figure 7). The steps labeled \sender host" and \receiver host"
correspond to data copying on the two hosts. The \sender
host DMA" step, which occurs over the SBUS, is the slowest.
The steps labeled \sender network DMA" and \receiver network DMA" almost completely overlap each other, because
the network fabric is cut-through, whereas the other components are store-and-forward. The \receiver host DMA" step
is faster than \sender host DMA" due to the asymmetry of
the SBUS. In fact, since the sum of the time spent in the
receiver network DMA and the receiver host DMA roughly
equals that of the sender host DMA, a conscious design decision was made in GAM not to pipeline the receiver network
and host DMA's the third, fourth, and fth steps in gure 7
are combined into a single abstract pipeline stage. Table 1
summarizes the pipeline parameters.

Network

Figure 6: Myrinet network interface. To send a medium
message, the host DMA moves the data from host memory into the on-board SRAM, and the network DMA
moves the data from the SRAM into the network.
The base communication system that we use in the study
is Generic Active Messages (GAM) 9], a version of Active
Messages 15]. One notable feature of this communication
layer is its low overhead, which enables ne-grained fragmentation. In order to experiment with system parameters
that are dierent from that of the Berkeley NOW, we supplement our study with results from a pipeline simulator.
5.3 GAM Pipeline Parameters
The rst step towards constructing a customized algorithm
is determining the pipeline parameters. In this section, we
present the direct instrumentation approach, which provides
complete information using source code modications, and

stage i gi (s) Gi (s/KB)
0
7.2
7.2
1
5.2
24.9
2
7.5
24.9
3
7.4
7.9
Table 1: Myrinet GAM pipeline parameters. Stages 0
and 3 are the copies on the end hosts. Stage 1 is the
sender host DMA. Stage 2 includes the two network
DMA's and the receiver host DMA and is the bottleneck.
5.3.2 Indirect Measurement
Direct instrumentation, while providing much insight, requires access to and careful analysis of the communication
layers, which is not always feasible. In this section, we
demonstrate how to indirectly deduce the pipeline parameters by observing the performance of the system at the
application level.

method gb (s)
direct
7.5
indirect
7.6

P G (s/KB)
j6=b j

40.0
37.8

Table 2: Parameters for xed-sized fragmentation.
If the bottleneck varies with fragment size, the xed-sized
fragmentation algorithm requires us to identify the range of
fragment sizes for which a pipeline stage is the bottleneck.
To nd these ranges, we rst instrument the pipeline to nd
the bottleneck parameters for a fragment size that is the
lower bound on the packet size. We then repeat the process for the largest packet size. If the two bottleneck stages
match, then we know the bottleneck does not change location. If these two bottlenecks dier, a third measurement is
required in the middle of the previous two fragment sizes.
We repeat the process for each of the two halves until we
locate all the transition points.
5.4 Evaluation of Fixed-sized Fragmentation
We use the GAM parameters obtained in the previous section to implement the xed-sized fragmentation. We rst
validate the model presented in Equation (10) of Section 3
by comparing it against the measurements of the implementation. Figure 8 shows the modeled and measured values of
xed size fragmentation for 4KB packets. The model prediction has an error that averages 5.9%. The model predicts
that the best latency is achieved when the number of fragments is ve, a result conrmed by the implementation. Also
shown are the results of an exhaustive search for an optimal
fragmentation using the linear equations presented in Section 2. Fixed-sized fragmentation performs only 9% worse
than the fragmentation obtained by exhaustive search.
Figure 8 also illustrates the tradeo from Equation (4).
As the number of fragments increases, the time the packet
spends in the bottleneck increases due to the overhead introduced by the additional fragments. However, as the fragment size decreases, it takes less time for the rst fragment
to reach the bottleneck stage and for the last fragment to
drain from the pipeline.
We compare our xed-sized fragmentation algorithm with
the original GAM implementation and FM 10], both of
which use a static fragmentation strategy (128B for FM and
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Figure 8: Fixed-sized fragmentation for 4KB packets.
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In the Fixed-sized Theorem of Section 3.1, we had shown
that we need only two parameters to construct the desired
algorithm: the overhead of the bottleneck (gb ) andPthe sum
of the inverse bandwidths of the remaining stages ( j6=b Gj ).
We take a two-step approach to obtain these parameters. We rst send packets of various sizes through the network without pipelining them and measure their latencies.
The P
networkPbehaves as a single stage whose parameters
are ( gi , Gi ). By performing a linear regression on
the
P packet
P sizes and the corresponding latencies, we obtain:
( gi , Gi ). In the second step, we send packets into the
network as quickly as possible and measure the frequency at
which they exit from the pipeline. The inter-arrival time is
the time a packet spends in the bottleneck stage. By varying the packet size and running another linear regression,
we obtain thePbottleneck parameters: (gb , Gb ). Subtracting Gb from PGi , which was obtained in the rst step, we
can compute j6=b Gj . Table 2 compares the results of the
indirect observation with the direct measurements.
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Figure 9: Latency comparison of xed-sized fragmentation versus static fragmentation.
4KB for the original GAM). Figure 9 shows the comparison. FM suers from the high overhead incurred by the
small fragments for large packets. The xed-sized fragmentation achieves the largest performance gain of 51% over
GAM for a packet size of 4KB. The performance gains diminish for large packets as the bandwidth of the bottleneck
stage becomes the dominant limiting factor. The improvement is also small for smaller packets due to the inherent
overhead in the pipeline, which prevents very ne-grained
fragmentation.
5.5 Evaluation of Variable-sized Fragmentation
In this section, we study the utility of the variable-sized
fragmentation strategies. When the pipeline stages have
similar speeds (as in Myrinet-GAM), xed-sized fragmentation is sucient. At the other extreme, when the pipeline is
dominated by one or more very slow stages, fragmentation
provides little improvement. It is in between these extremes
that the variable-sized fragmentation is useful.
We study the performance of a simulated system with a
disk attached to a conventional network. The network speed
is one fth of that of Myrinet-GAM it has ve times its
overhead and one fth of its bandwidth. These parameters
are comparable to that of conventional systems such as TCP
running on a 100 Mb/s ethernet. To understand the impact
of the relative speed of the network to the rest of the system,
we vary the disk's overhead and bandwidth characteristics.
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Figure 10: Performance improvement of hierarchical fragmentation over simple xed-sized fragmentation as a
function of disk parameters for 64KB packets. The square
represents the parameters of a typical modern disk.
We study three algorithms. Algorithm A uses a xedsized fragmentation that treats the four internal stages of a
network stage as peers to the disk stage. Algorithm B organizes the pipeline stages into a hierarchy and applies hierarchical fragmentation. Fixed-sized small fragments that are
used for the internal stages of the network stage are reassembled into xed-sized large fragments for the disk stage. Algorithm C further improves algorithm B by varying the fragment sizes for the compound pipeline. It gradually ramps-up
the fragment size to keep both the network and disk busy.
We vary the overhead of the disk stage (g) from 0.5 ms
to 32 ms and its bandwidth (1=G) from 1 MB/s to 20 MB/s.
Figure 10 shows the improvement of hierarchical fragmentation (algorithm B) over xed-sized fragmentation (algorithm A) for 64KB packets. The performance results can
be explained using the xed-sized theorem and the tradeo expressed in Equation (4). Note that for both hierarchical and simple xed-sized fragmentation strategies, the
fragment size does not depend on the bandwidth of the bottleneck stage. Consequently, as long as the disk remains the
bottleneck, the improvement in packet latency in absolute
terms for a given disk overhead is independent of the disk
bandwidth. However, the relative improvement of the hierarchical strategy increases as the overall packet latency is
lowered with better disk bandwidth. For most disks, the
performance benets reach an asymptote as the packet latency itself reaches a plateau. However, for disks with low
overheads (g  2 ms), the disk is not the bottleneck when
operated at a high bandwidth and the performance benets
of hierarchical fragmentation taper o. Also, for a given disk
bandwidth, the improvement in packet latency in absolute
terms increases with higher disk overheads as hierarchical
fragmentation minimizes the disk start-up costs. However,
the relative performance improvement is lower for very large
disk overheads (g = 16 ms, or g = 32 ms) as the packet
latency itself becomes large. Overall, hierarchical fragmentation provides performance benets when the overhead of
the bottleneck is roughly an order of magnitude greater than
the remaining stages and its bandwidth is no worse than an
order of magnitude smaller than the other stages.
Figure 11 shows the results from repeating the above experiment for algorithm C, which uses the ramp-up algorithm
on the hierarchical pipeline. We see that its improvement
over algorithm B is never greater than 10%.
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Figure 11: Performance improvement of ramp-up fragmentation as a function of disk parameters for 64KB
packets. The square represents the parameters of a typical modern disk.
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Figure 12: Performance improvement of hierarchical fragmentation over xed-sized fragmentation.
In the next experiment, we keep the disk bandwidth constant (5 MB/s), and vary the user packet size from 4KB to
4MB and the disk overhead from 0.5 ms to 32 ms. Figure 12
shows the improvement of algorithm B over algorithm A.
Hierarchical fragmentation provides excellent performance
for \medium-sized" packets. As expected, the benets of
hierarchical fragmentation is less for small packets and for
disks with low overhead. Also, when the packet size is very
large, the packet approximates a continuous stream and a
non-hierarchical strategy performs almost as well. Figure 13
shows the results from repeating the same experiment for
algorithm C. The curve shows a similar trend but the additional improvement is again never greater than 11%.
Figure 14 provides further insight into the working of
variable-sized fragmentation by analyzing one data point
from the above experiments. The packet size is 64KB. The
disk stage has a 4 ms overhead and a 5 MB/s bandwidth.
The rst three bars model a pipeline that consists of a network stage and a disk stage. The next three bars model a
longer pipeline that consists of a network stage, a disk stage,
and another identical network stage. The x-axis is labeled
by the algorithms as dened above. In addition, we have
introduced Algorithm C' (the ramp-up-and-down fragmentation), which starts and ends with small fragments but has
larger fragments in the middle.
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Figure 13: Performance improvement of ramp-up fragmentation as a function of packet sizes.
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Figure 14: Performance of hierarchical fragmentation and
variable-sized fragmentation compared with xed-sized
fragmentation for 64KB packets.
We notice that the primary eect of the more complex
algorithms is to decrease the time spent by the leading and
trailing fragments in the network stage(s) (Tf + Tl ). For the
rst pipeline, we see that the amount of time contributed by
the disk is constant for the three dierent algorithms as the
number of fragments used for the disk stage does not change.
Algorithm B's hierarchical fragmentation reduces the time
of the lead fragment in the network (Tf ) by recursively fragmenting it resulting in a 21.3% overall reduction of latency.
By gradually ramping up the fragment size, algorithm C
uses a smaller lead fragment size, which further decreases
Tf and reduces the overall latency by another 9.2%.
For the second pipeline, algorithm A increases the time
spent on the disk as more fragments are used to overlap the
additional network stage. In other words, to keep Tf + Tl
low, it increases the number of fragments resulting in a
higher Tb . This increase, however, is unnecessary for algorithm B since hierarchical fragmentation keeps the network time contributed by the leading and trailing fragments
small. Overall, algorithm B out-performs algorithm A by
25.8%. Algorithm C', which is provably optimal for 3-stage
pipelines, nds the optimal solution. However, the performance benet of algorithm C' over algorithm B is only 6.4%.
From the experiments in this section, we conclude that
the optimal algorithms are unlikely to obtain signicant improvements over the simple combination of xed-sized frag-

6 Related Work
Internet protocols have long used fragmentation to manage
packet buering, congestion control, and packet losses 11,
12]. Due to the high overheads of these protocols, it is generally better to use large packets to maximize bandwidth.
However, most datagram networks impose a maximum fragment size. Higher level protocols (TCP/UDP) which are
unaware of this limit may generate packets that cause extraneous fragments at IP level, which can signicantly degrade
performance due to both high overheads and a delayed reassembly (which happens only when the IP fragments reach
the destination). Kent and Mogul discussed this problem in
8] and argued that the higher level protocol must use packets whose size matches the minimum of the maximum fragment allowed on the route. This strategy is a compromise to
suit legacy systems and is not optimal. However, their proposed changes to the internet architecture allow the application of our technique to the IP internet: the use of transparent fragmentation where each hop performs reassembly
and the recording of path information in each packet allow
high level protocols to intelligently choose fragment sizes.
In pathchar 5], Jacobson discusses a technique for measuring the latency and bandwidth of the individual hops
on an internet path. By gradually increasing the \timeto-live" eld of an IP packet, pathchar isolates the latency
contributed by each additional hop. The inclusion of a diagnostic mechanism similar to the IP \time-to-live" eld in
a communication pipeline can facilitate black-box measurement of detailed pipeline parameters.
GMS relies on simulation to nd the optimal fragment
size for sending an 8KB message through a pipeline that consists of an AN2 network and DEC Alpha workstations 6].
Using the GMS pipeline parameters derived from that work
(Table 3), we were able to conrm its optimal fragment size
by applying the Fixed-sized Theorem. In Trapeze, the network interface implements pipelining in a manner that is
transparent to the host 17]. Although successful for the
specic packet size and congurations studied, these systems do not provide a general solution.
stage i
gi (s) Gi (s/KB)
Srv-DMA
2.1
25.6
Wire
4.0
60.1
Req-DMA
2.1
25.6
Req-CPU
92.8
26.2
Table 3: GMS pipeline parameters. The bottleneck shifts
from the \Req-CPU" stage to the \Wire" stage as the
fragment size increases.
The Myrinet-BIP system 13] is the only other system
that we are aware of that systematically adapts the fragment size to the user packet size. This system uses xedsized fragmentation, but its pipeline model is more complex
and requires exhaustive information about the pipeline. Our
Fixed-sized Theorem only relies on as few as two parameters,
which can be easily obtained from non-intrusive observation
of the network. An advantage of the BIP model is that it
allows the transmission characteristics to vary based on the
relative position of a fragment within a packet.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we present a number of fragmentation algorithms designed to minimize the latency of a message
through a network of store-and-forward pipeline stages. The
models provide insight into a crucial performance tradeo
that requires the careful balance of the eects of the bottleneck's overhead costs and the bandwidth of the other
stages. We also present an experimental methodology that
facilitates the construction of a customized pipeline algorithm, which can adapt to the network characteristics and
user packet sizes. By applying this methodology, we have
not only achieved signicant performance benets on the
Myrinet-GAM system, but we have also seen that a combination of xed-sized fragmentation and hierarchical fragmentation can achieve performance results close to the theoretical optimum.
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